On Security is Wellbeing, Differential Wellbeing for Different
Persons and Making Security is Wellbeing National Security
Let me note that learning is a two way process. The art of learning
is not a one way traffic lane. When one STOC and it enables one to
ask question, the benefit spread to everyone in the class including
and especially me.
I do not and cannot claim monopoly of knowledge. Certainly, I
have a head-start over you in this area hence my position as guide.
However, this does not make me the all-knowing and I do not
claim to be one.
To this extent, do not hesitate to ask carefully considered questions
- via critical STOCing. The learners and teachers need each other to
expand and deepen the horizon of knowledge. We need this as we
attempt to chart, define and govern security in Nigeria.
To this end, the interventions of class members in form of
questions, contributions and observations have been mutually
beneficial, i dare to say. I can confirm this for me. In particular, the
interventions from this class member - whose question constitute
the title of this piece of writing - have been enriching and
enlightening in the perspectives they enabled me to developed.
The first of his interventions was to argue that "security is wellbeing
in all of its forms" could be independent and dependent variable.
To this I recalled directing attention to the three routes to
achieving security I developed in my yet to be released book. In the
book, I noted that it is possible to define security as security and
pursue its attainment; it is possible to achieve wellbeing or security
through governance or the effective and efficient utilisation of
human and material resources for the benefit of most people and;
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it is possible to achieve wellbeing or security through law and
order.
However and for Nigeria's uncharted, undefined and ungoverned
security space, the first two ought to have been prerequisite for the
third. These hadn't been tried before we settled on the third or law
and order route to security or what I called MILE security type. In
making his contribution, I doubt if he read my work on this.
I agreed completely that wellbeing or security needs can be
different for different persons. However, there are basic wellbeing
or security needs that cut across all the divides. These should be
available and accessible to all Nigerians. It is only then that
differential wellbeing or security needs for individual be
considered.
Food, shelter, health, education, transportation, access to
opportunities etc. cut across all the divides. These can be made
national wellbeing or security since it cut across all nationalities. To
this extent, "national" makes meaning because it connotes the
existence and essence of nation. "Security" or wellbeing makes
meaning because it is universal need hence "national security."
However, security is wellbeing in all of its forms has no relationship
to the prevailing practice of national security in Nigeria. Therefore
one cannot associate this perspective – security is wellbeing - with
Nigeria's national security.
In the sense the uncharted, undefined and ungoverned national
security is used and practiced in Nigeria, it is not only hierarchical,
rank or position respecter and thus fluid. National security is
fraudulent to the extent that it is not governed by law and/or by
the National Security Council but that each time national security
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is invoked, the officials making the speech act pronouncement
seeks to up the ante of security through securitisation to singularly
enable access to unlimited fund and power.
National Security, as I noted in the class, has history. National
Security is quintessentially American. Until Congress passed the
National Security Act in 1947, there was no concept called national
security. The United States designate its security as national
security. Unlike the Nigerian variety, the US national security is
concise and precise and has no ambiguity.
Today, there are varieties of national security as there are varieties
of countries, experiences and cultures. Apart from the specifics that
arguably separate the usage of national security, in all of the variety
of national security in the world, one thread bind most if not all of
these varieties: the STATE is the centre of national security as they
seek to protect and advance the state. National Security is used in
connection to the state. In this, they all copied from the ancestor
of national security, the United States of America.
Should Nigeria adopt security is wellbeing in all of its forms; should
Nigeria chose to chart, define and govern its security by
constructing new state and constitution; should Nigeria chose to
make individual and group the referent of security; should Nigeria
chose to make every issue that concern individual and group
wellbeing or security issue; should Nigeria make the pursuit of
security or wellbeing the focus of the public and private sector;
only then can the framework of national security construct emerge
and choices will be made available in terms security or wellbeing
differentials available for persons of different class, colour and
creed.
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The present construct of "security is wellbeing in all of its forms" is
academic since it enables the investigation and interrogation of
security in Nigeria in the classroom. It is possible to have
differential security or wellbeing needs for different persons.
Security is wellbeing cannot fit into the prevailing uncharted,
undefined and ungoverned national security space in Nigeria.
The classroom exercise should not be confused with the reality on
the ground.
The preceding analysis, when carefully considered, addressed the
class member that made reference to “…Nigeria’s security
system…”
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